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A spacious 11” index 
area provides more room

for file titles.

PolyMAGNIfiles are so strong, they
come with a Lifetime Guarantee.
All of the benefits of MAGNIfiles, plus the added benefits of super-
durable polypropylene construction. Sturdy, water-resistant, tear-proof
PolyMAGNIfiles won’t rip or dog-ear like ordinary hanging files. The
result is the only hanging files that are guaranteed to last a lifetime.

PolyMAGNIfiles feature a V-bottom with
scoring to expand up to 2". They fit any
standard file drawer or cabinet. And not just
for a filing drawer... PolyMAGNIfiles are
perfect for use in mail carts — durable
enough for heavy use, color-coded to organize
by department, and the 11" wide magnifying
lens provides easy-to-read titles.

PolyMAGNIfiles are available in five each of
five colors, letter and legal size. Translucent
PolyMAGNIfiles come in legal size only. 
All PolyMAGNIfiles sold in boxes of 25 with plain index strips.

PolyMAGNIfiles are
scored to expand up

to 2” and hold an
entire ream of paper!

The index lens is
permanently secured to the

folder. No more lost tabs!

Kraft MAGNIfiles Colored MAGNIfiles
Model Size/Description Model Size/Description
MFK10 . . . .Letter size, V-Bottom MFC11 . . . .Letter size, V-Bottom

MFK12 . . . .Letter size, 1/2" Box-Bottom MFC13 . . . .Letter size, 1/2" Box-Bottom

MFK14 . . . .Letter size, 1" Box-Bottom MFC15 . . . .Letter size, 1" Box-Bottom

MFK20 . . . .Legal Size, V-Bottom MFC21 . . . .Legal Size, V-Bottom

MFK22 . . . .Legal Size, 1/2" Box-Bottom MFC23 . . . .Legal Size, 1/2" Box-Bottom

MFK24 . . . .Legal Size, 1" Box-Bottom MFC25 . . . .Legal Size, 1" Box-Bottom

1/2” or 1” box-bottoms
are factory-installed,

laminated, and reinforced.

11” long magnifying index
lens doubles the print size

of your file titles.

Thick-durable plastic
supports glide smoothly

in your filing drawer. 

MAGNIfiles connect
together accordion-style
to prevent misfiled and

lost papers.

PolyMAGNIfiles
Model Size/Description
MFY18  . . . .Letter size, Assorted Colors

MFY29  . . . .Legal size, Assorted Colors

MFY33  . . . .Legal size, Translucent

Index Strips
MFX77  . . . .Color-tipped Index (set of 416)

MFX88  . . . .Color-tipped Alphabetical (set of 247)

MAGNIfiles make filing quick and easy.
MAGNIfiles’ patented magnifying index lens doubles the print size of your file titles

for fast identification. The full-length, 11" lens allows for more detailed
labeling, dramatically reducing retrieval time. Add optional color-tipped

indexes or alphabetical color-tipped indexes for even faster
identification and retrieval. 

MAGNIfiles are the only hanging files that connect together
accordion-style to prevent misfiled and lost 
papers between folders. Heavy-duty plastic supports glide
effortlessly in your filing drawer 
and won’t bend or break.

MAGNIfiles are manufactured from
heavy-duty, 150 lb. index stock for a
lifetime of reliable use. Choose from
three folder capacities: V-bottom,
1/2" Box-Bottom or 1" Box-Bottom.

Kraft MAGNIfiles are made from heavy
brown kraft. Colored MAGNIfiles come in five

each of five assorted colors. Fits all standard letter
and legal size filing cabinets. All sold in sets of 25 

with plain index strips.

Available Color-tipped
and Alphabetical

Index Strips.


